Spermatogenesis in Hydra oligactis. II. How temperature controls the reciprocity of sexual and asexual reproduction.
Hydra oligactis undergo two mutually exclusive modes of reproduction: at warm temperatures (18-22 degrees C) animals reproduce asexually by budding, while at cold temperatures (10-12 degrees C) gamete differentiation occurs. Using a monoclonal antibody which is specific for cells of the sperm lineage, it was discovered that under conditions where sperm differentiation does not occur (18-22 degrees C), cells continually enter the sperm pathway but progression down the pathway is prematurely halted, effectively blocking the production of sperm. To elucidate the mechanism by which completion of sperm differentiation is controlled, the cell cycle times of interstitial cells entering the sperm pathway at both the restrictive (18 degrees C) and permissive (10 degrees C) temperatures were examined. It was envisaged that at the restrictive temperature the cell cycle times of committed cells would lengthen as they proceeded down the pathway, leading to dilution and eventual loss of cells at later stages of sperm differentiation. This did not occur. Although cells of the sperm lineage were found overall to divide more slowly at 18 degrees C than at 10 degrees C, at both temperatures the cell cycle times shortened as cells proceeded further down the pathway, making a dilution mechanism untenable. The effect of high temperature on the survival of cells was then tested by subjecting animals to a heat shock. Within 12 hr of the increase in temperature, the total number of sperm lineage interstitial cells dropped 10-fold while the total numbers of epithelial and somatic interstitial cells remained virtually unchanged. A distinct consequence of this cell loss was the disappearance of cells furthest down the sperm pathway. It is proposed that as cells move down the sperm pathway, they become increasingly sensitive to high temperature which adversely affects their survival; the higher the temperature, the earlier in the pathway cells die. The lethal effect is abolished by lowering the temperature, allowing sperm differentiation to continue to completion. The possible adaptive advantages of temperature controlling gametogenesis are discussed.